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		Develop SVG functionality for use within websites quickly and natively, using basic tools such as HTML and CSS. This book is a project-oriented guide to creating and manipulating scalable vector graphics in the browser for websites or online applications, using little more than a text editor or free software, and the power of JavaScript. 

	
		You'll use a starting toolset to incorporate into your existing workflow, develop future projects, and reduce any dependency on graphics applications for simple projects. This book is an excellent resource for getting acquainted with creating and manipulating SVG content. 

	
		We live in an age where speed and simplicity are of the essence. Beginning SVG provides a perfect alternative when creating web-based projects that challenges the norm and encourages you to expand your resources and not resort to what “everyone else uses” (such as Illustrator). You'll discover that there is indeed a different way to achieve the same result. Stop thinking you must always resort to using graphics packages; there is always another way!

	
		What You'll Learn

		
			Create powerful, optimized content that can be quickly and easily manipulated within the browser
	
			Get up to speed with SVG quickly, with minimal effort and maximum results
	
			See how easy it is to apply SVG content and effects, without the need for lots of additional tools.


	
		Who This Book Is For 

	
		Website developers and agile development teams who are keen to learn how to add and manipulate SVG quickly.
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Beginning Adobe Experience Design: Quickly Design and Prototype Websites and Mobile AppsApress, 2017

	Render high quality designs and interactive prototypes of web sites and mobile apps using Adobe XD's powerful drawing and layout tools. This book provides an in-depth look at XD and shows you how to quickly get up-to-speed to simplify these processes with intuitive design tools and a powerful prototyping...
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Multiset Processing: Mathematical, Computer Science, and Molecular Computing Points of View (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 2002


	The multiset (a set with multiplicities associated with its elements, in the form

	of natural numbers) is a notion which has appeared again and again in many

	areas of mathematics and computer science, sometimes called a bag (some historical

	information appears in the enclosed paper by A. Syropoulos). As a data

	structure, this...
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iPod & iTunes For Dummies (For Dummies)For Dummies, 2010

	Launched on October 23, 2001, the iPod has become the icon of the decade.
	You don’t need much imagination to see why. Imagine no longer needing
	to take CDs or DVDs with you when you travel — your favorite music and
	videos fit right in your pocket and you can leave your precious content library
	at home. With the iPhone and...
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Linear and Nonlinear Multivariable Feedback Control: A Classical ApproachJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008

	Automatic feedback control systems play crucial roles in many fields, including manufacturing industries, communications, naval and space systems. At its simplest, a control system represents a feedback loop in which the difference between the ideal (input) and actual (output) signals is used to modify the behaviour of the system. Control...
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Mathematics for Computer GraphicsSpringer, 2005
Baffled by maths? Then don't give up hope. John Vince will show you how to understand many of the mathematical ideas used in computer animation, virtual reality, CAD, and other areas of computer graphics. In thirteen chapters you will rediscover - and hopefully discover for the first time a new way of understanding - the mathematical techniques...
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MongoDB and PHPO'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		Once every decade or so, a technology comes along that is so revolutionary that it
	
		fundamentally alters the way we approach everything we do. The world itself has
	
		changed. As I think back to 1995 when I first started developing Internet applications,
	
		our data needs were relatively simple. For the next 10 years,...
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